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On 23 October 1667, the Princess Sibylla of 
Württemberg composed a letter to Constantijn  

Huygens—one in a series of communications— 
reiterating the grief she felt on the death of her 
teacher, Johann Jacob Froberger, in May of that year. 
She wrote 

From [your] letter, which pleased me very much, I gath-
ered how greatly you lament with me the loss of my  
beloved, most worthy and honourable master and teacher, 
for whose hallowed death I, still, daily mourn from the 
bottom of my heart, when I consider what art and what 
technical command has died with him, and that I cannot 
further enjoy his continued teaching, which was my great-
est pleasure . . . Would to God that I could be so fortunate 
as to be with you, Sir, since no one in my circles under-
stands this noble art as you do. I should like to play for you  
the Memento mori Froberger as well as I can. Caspar 
Grieffgens, the organist at Cologne, also plays this piece, 
and learned it from [Froberger’s] hand, note by note. 
[The interpretation] is difficult to discover from the  
notation. [This remains true] even though the notation 
is clearly written and I have examined it with exceptional 
diligence. And I agree with Herr Grieffgen’s opinion that 
whoever has not learned the pieces from the late Herr 
Froberger himself, cannot possibly play them with true 
discretion, as he played them. May God Almighty grant 
that we music lovers may all delight ourselves mingling 
in the heavenly choir of the muses with him [Froberger]. 
Amen.1 

As is well known, the ‘Memento mori Froberger’ 
that the princess mentions is the allemande of Suite 
xx (a20; fbwv620); the copy of this piece in the 
Froberger manuscript held by the Sing-Akademie 
zu Berlin (sa 4450) bears the inscription, ‘Medita-
tion faite sur ma mort future, la quelle se joüe len-
tement avec discretion â Paris 1 May Anno 1660’ 
(Meditation made on my future death, which is 
played slowly with discretion; in Paris 1 May, in the 

year 1660), and another rubric at the end of the page 
reads simply, ‘Memento mori Froberger?’ (illus.1). 
These titles are confirmed in two other sources,  
including an autograph, although the Berlin manu-
script is the only known source to record the date 
and location of composition.2

The musical context of Froberger’s ‘Méditation’  
is by now well known; the piece constitutes part 
of a long tradition of music that expressed grief 
through the suspension of time. Froberger used 
the term discrétion in many harpsichord works of 
the allemande–prelude type—some with lamenting 
programmes and some without—apparently to  
denote a personal, meditative metrical freedom that 
he seemed to consider a necessary part of musical 
lamentation.3 He prescribed the use of discrétion, 
for example, in several works marking the death of  
a friend or patron, including the famous ‘Affligée et  
tombeou [sic] sur la mort de Monsieur Blanchrocher 
[sic], faite à Paris, et se joüe bien lentement et à la 
discretion’ (Affliction and tombeau on the death 
of Monsieur Blancrocher, made in Paris, and it is 
played very slowly and at [the player’s] discretion).4 
And, as has been frequently noted, Froberger’s 
harpsichord idiom is closely related to the unmeas-
ured preludes fashionable in France in the second 
half of the 17th century;5 although these preludes 
generally lack definitive programmes and descrip-
tive titles, it is noteworthy that their execution, like 
the pieces for which Froberger prescribes discrétion, 
involves a general suspension of time.6

It is perhaps not surprising that the Princess 
Sibylla’s letter should mention, of all of Froberger’s 
works, his autobiographical ‘Memento mori’; in 
remembering her dear teacher, she would derive 
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inspiration and consolation from Froberger’s rec-
ognition of his own mortality. Her letter describes 
Huygens as an ideal audience, someone to whom 
she could reach out in her grief and who would 
understand the significance of this piece better than 
anyone around her, since, as she writes, ‘no one in 
my circles understands this noble art as you do’.

Still, it is striking that the princess’s letter mentions 
only the ‘Méditation faite sur ma mort future’. After 
all, many of Froberger’s other laments for harp-
sichord share the same features—the prescribed 
discrétion in tempo and execution that allows for 
personalized interpretation, a poignant style brisé, 
and heart-wrenching chromaticisms. Indeed, the 
Froberger autograph sold at Sotheby’s of London 
in 2006, unfortunately not currently available for 
public viewing, includes both a lament on the death 
of Sibylla’s husband, Leopold Friedrich, and a 
‘Memento mori Sibylla’ for the princess herself.7 
One might wonder whether the princess could derive 
no comfort from the performance of those other 
works, and whether Huygens might not have under-
stood her grief through them equally well.

There may be more specific reasons—reasons 
beyond a general wish to remember her teacher in 
the company of a mutual friend—for the princess’s 
special mention of this work, and for her wish to 
play it for Huygens in particular. Huygens, secre-
tary to the Prince of Orange and a prominent pol-
itical and cultural figure in 17th-century Europe, 
was not only an active correspondent with per-
sonalities like the princess and Froberger: he was 
also an avid diarist, and, towards the end of his 
life, wrote an autobiography intended only for his 
sons.8 For Huygens, the diary and autobiography 
were mechanisms for self-study, and a collection 
of lessons on life for his readers. Rudolf Dekker has 
suggested that for Huygens—as for other notable 
diarists such as Samuel Pepys—the diary consti-
tuted a vehicle through which to mark the passage 
of time in human terms—to define the vastness  
of history through reference to the individual and  
the mundane. As Dekker writes, ‘Producing know-
ledge and producing self-knowledge clearly went 
hand in hand, and the two cannot easily be sepa-
rated. In egodocuments like [autobiographies and 
diaries], the authors not only tried to learn more 
about themselves but also described and analyzed 

their immediate environment’.9 Autobiographical 
writings allowed individuals to reflect upon the 
events of their days and, cumulatively, of their lives, 
and through that process, to understand their own 
position in their worlds and within the course of 
history.

Froberger’s ‘Méditation’, too, is autobiographical: 
on a superficial level, it seems noteworthy that this 
is one of the few pieces by this composer for which 
both a date and a place of composition survive, a  
fact that supports the idea that he conceived of it  
as a sort of diary entry. Beyond this, though, and 
beyond the musical precedents of lamentation and 
grief already explored in previous scholarly litera-
ture, Froberger’s rubrics suggest a connection to a 
literary precedent that has been overlooked thus far: 
the piece bears a relationship to the French genre of 
devotional literature also called méditations. Dozens 
of books of prayers, essays and poems with that title 
were printed in France, starting around the 1570s and 
extending through the Enlightenment, and the title 
of Froberger’s piece suggests that he was aware of 
that popular religious tradition.10 In this article I 
propose that, in his highly personalized, intimate 
style, Froberger composed a musical equivalent of 
the literary méditation, fusing the process of autobio-
graphical introspection with religious contemplation 
of death.

Both the literary méditation and Froberger’s 
musical ‘Méditation’ embody a paradoxical under-
standing of time. On one hand, the literary médi-
tation often drew on the image of the clock as a 
reminder of the regularity and fleetingness of time. 
On the other, these devotional texts also called for 
a suspension of time during recitation, to allow for 
proper concentration and to account for the needs 
of the individual reader. Froberger’s piece, too, 
embraces an aesthetic of suspended time to allow for 
concentrated meditation and removal from worldly 
considerations, especially in calling for execution with 
discrétion. At the same time, by dating his compos-
ition, Froberger showed an interest in time-bound 
autobiography—in placing himself in the passage of 
time.

Sibylla’s letter to Huygens singles out the ‘Memento 
mori Froberger’ as a musical work through which 
she could derive comfort—that is, as a medita-
tive text. It seems possible that Sibylla considered  
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1  ‘Meditation faite sur ma mort future, la quelle se joüe lentement avec discretion â Paris 1 May Anno 1660’ (Sing-Akademie 

zu Berlin sa 4450, reproduced by permission of the Sing-Akademie zu Berlin)
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Huygens an ideal audience because of his own activ-
ities as a diarist; in that capacity, he, too, marked 
time through the composition of autobiographical 
texts. The princess’s expression of frustration at her 
inability to replicate Froberger’s own performance 
style is itself a lament for the passage of time, and for 
the loss of her teacher’s individual musical voice.

Devotional prayer in France around 1660

The phrase memento mori, though unusual as a 
rubric in musical works, bears a larger theological 
and artistic significance. For centuries in art and lit-
erature it had been used as a reminder of the immi-
nence of death and the resulting need for morality 
in the present moment. The most common artefacts 
associated with the theme of memento mori were 
timepieces. In some cases, it was the hourglass that 
represented the passage of time and the imminence 
of death, as in the image appended to Froberger’s  
‘Lamento sopra la dolorosa perdita della Real M.sta 
di FERDINANDO IV Rè di Romani’, in the Froberger 
autograph of 1656, which shows two weeping figures 
with an hourglass between them (illus.2).11 With 
the mechanical advances of the 16th and 17th cen-
turies, clocks and personal watches came to embody 
the same themes, especially when those timepieces 
were shaped like skulls or inscribed with moralizing 
messages.12 These mechanical timekeepers served as 
a reminder of the ticking away of life, and as a warn-
ing to manage one’s time well. In the second half of 
the 17th century personal watches began to appear 

as allegorical symbols in portraits, apparently sig-
nifying the fleetingness of time and the industri-
ousness and ethical sensibilities of the portrait’s 
subject. But in addition, as Dekker suggests, mech-
anical watches indicate a technologically advanced 
approach to ideas of time, as in the 1668 portrait of 
Geertruyd Huygens, in which the subject is shown 
holding a watch.13

Just as Constantijn Huygens marked time 
through regular entries in his diary, and through 
the retrospective narrative of his life in his autobiog-
raphy, his son Christiaan dealt with the progress of 
time through his contributions to the mechanics of  
horology. It was he who invented the pendulum 
clock in 1659, and in 1675 he patented a spring mech-
anism for personal watches, dramatically im-
proving the accuracy of both.14 Dekker suggests 
that Christiaan’s work in horology may be seen as 
analogous to the diary-keeping of his father: both  
activities show the modern individual grappling with 
time.15 (The younger Huygens’s mechanical innova-
tions contributed to an increased concern with 
the prescription and accurate execution of musical 
tempo;16 it seems possible that these developments 
prompted composers like Froberger to specify their 
desire for metrical freedom in certain cases, including 
the ‘Méditation.’)

If the Huygens family included leaders in the 
struggle to define the self through time—Constantijn 
in his diary-keeping and autobiographical writings, 
and Christiaan in his work as a horologist—such 

2  Drawing from Johann Jacob Froberger, ‘Lamento sopra la dolorosa perdita della Real M.sta di FERDINANDO IV Rè di Rom-

ani’, Libro quarto di toccate, ricercari, capricci, allemande, gigue, courante, sarabande (autograph Ms., 1656). Reproduced 

in Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Musiksammlung, Mus. Hs.18707 (Froberger Autographs), ed. R. Hill (New York, 

1988), p.112v. (Reproduced by permission of the Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Vienna.)
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efforts also manifested themselves in other arenas. 
The years around Christiaan’s introduction into 
the courtly circles of Louis XIV also witnessed the 
publication of scores of books of devotional prayers 
and meditations, some written in prose and some in 
poetry, some explicitly designated for recitation on 
specific days and at set times and others intended 
for more general usage. The reader, whether a cleric 
or a layman, was meant to use these texts to gain in-
sight into the relationship between the individual 
and the Divine.17 Although the prayers are often 
governed by time, with the authors encouraging 
recitation at regular intervals and prescribed times, 
they also highlight a paradox between earthly and 
meditative time. Through meditation, the reader 
suspends his consciousness of the regularity of time, 
losing himself in the contemplation of death and 
the Divine.

These meditative texts have been analysed in great 
detail elsewhere, and a thorough study of them is, 
of course, outside the scope of this article.18 Some 
general remarks on the literature are in order, how-
ever, since passages from some of those texts help to 
contextualize Froberger’s ‘Méditation’, and its re-
lationship to the composer’s vision of the march of 
time, and the prospect of his own death. Through an 
artistic medium that embraces metrical flexibility, 
Froberger offers a musical analogy for the experi-
ence of devotional meditation on death.

Devotional prayers in the mid- to late 17th century 
took the form of sermons, prose chapters and poems; 
in some cases they adapted biblical literature, and 
in others they were newly composed. This litera-
ture was published by both Catholic and Protestant 
theologians and clerics (it should be remembered 
that the Edict of Nantes was not revoked until 1685); 
intended to inspire ethical thoughts, beliefs and behav-
iour, these writings encouraged readers to shut them-
selves off from the world, temporarily suspending 
their mundane activities. Authors of books of medi-
tations directed their writings not only to those in  
religious orders, but also—or perhaps primarily—
to laymen. As Christian Belin writes, ‘To pray and 
to meditate become nearly synonymous . . . and 
the combined practice of these two activities could 
be reconciled with any condition and any station 
of life’.19 By the mid-17th century, writers in these 
devotional genres harnessed their readers’ attach-

ments to the clock to incorporate meditative prayer 
into their daily routines.20

The same time-consciousness also served as a 
memento mori, inspiring repentance.21 Meditative 
prayer both relied on a consciousness of the passage 
of time, which ensured that readers would pray 
regularly, and held itself apart from time, offering 
readers a chance to ponder the Divine outside of the 
pressures of daily life. Authors of devotional litera-
ture often used the clock as a metaphor to empha-
size the fleetingness of time, the imminence of death, 
and the need for Christian behaviour in the present 
moment as a preparation for the end of their lives.22

A few passages from the devotional literature 
serve to illustrate these points. In his 1655 collection 
of Méditations pour les retraittes ou exercices de dix 
jours (Meditations for retreats or exercises lasting 
ten days), for example, the Carmelite cleric Jean de 
Saint-Samson advised 

Let us think about death one or two times each day, envi-
sioning it as the point of our entry to eternal life, or to 
pain, whether it be temporal or eternal. We do not know 
when it will arrive: it could be tomorrow.23
 

The moment of death’s arrival is never certain; 
and as a result, time must be set aside each day to 
consider it and to reform our behaviour as a result, 
‘so that we are not surprised without the riches and 
precious garments of good works’.24

The noted French Protestant cleric Charles 
Drelincourt, in his 1656 Les consolations de l’âme 
fidèle contre les frayeurs de la mort (Consolations of 
the faithful spirit against the terrors of death), rec-
ognizes the differing perspectives of pre-modern 
and modern conceptions of the passage of time, 
symbolized by biblical metaphors of inconstancy on 
one side, and by the clock on the other: 

The Ancients associated time with wings: that which was 
a rich symbol of its incredible swiftness. And the Holy 
Spirit compares our life to the shuttle of a weaver, a hired 
worker, a courier, a postal ship, and a flying eagle. He 
speaks of it as a ravine of water, a cloud, a vapour, a wind 
and a breath . . . In sum, all the things in the world that 
have the most surprise and inconstancy and of which the 
movement is the most sudden and the most swift, are used 
in Scripture to represent to us the vanity of our life, and 
the brevity of our days.
Our life, in addition to being of short duration, passes  
insensibly. There is something in it like a clock, in which the 
gears turn without pause, although the controllers appear 
to us immobile: Similarly, whether we be awake or asleep, 
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whether we be walking or reclining, whether we be eating 
or fasting, whether we be working or holding our hands 
crossed [in prayer?], we advance insensibly towards death.25
 

Scripture, Drelincourt notes, describes time using 
metaphors of unpredictability, volatility and surprise. 
Time is swift, inconstant and sudden. Although he 
does not contradict this conception of time, he pro-
vides a more complete picture through reference to 
the modern invention of the clock. Time may seem 
to us to move suddenly, and the passage of time may 
take us by surprise when we notice it, but like the 
gears of a clock time is in fact regular and consistent, 
moving always, even if it appears static.

It is perhaps noteworthy that in Drelincourt’s 
formulation the clock does not dictate the passage 
of time, but is merely a metaphor for it. The meta-
phor works in the opposite direction in a treatise on 
horology by Pierre de Sainte Marie Magdeleine of  
1657. Although this treatise serves a different function 
from devotional literature, the author connects his 
work to the devotional tradition, situating it—or per-
haps justifying it—through reference to spirituality. 
In his dedication to Salomon Phelippeaux, Consiller 
du Roy & Maistre en sa Chambre des Comptes, the 
horologist acknowledges what might seem to be  
the irrelevancy of his scientific writings for a non-
scientist. However, he encourages his dedicatee not 
to concern himself with the details of the mechanics 
of clock-making, but rather, to view his work as a 
metaphor: 

But my design is not, Sir, to occupy your spirit with these 
physical things; your more elevated thoughts occupy 
themselves with the consideration of a mystical horology, 
which is the life of a Christian man, in which the ages are 
so many hourly lines, one of which, without speaking of 
the others, deserves a profound meditation, as [it is] very 
important and consistent, never missing a single moment 
to mark the hour in its time, although it is uncertain 
which is the last of this life. . .26
 

Although Sainte Marie Magdeleine’s treatise itself  
is of a different literary type, the dedication engages 
with the genre of devotional literature, employing 
both the overall tone of piety and the specific im-
agery of the clock as a vehicle for repentance and 
awareness of death.

That meditative prayer is an activity requiring 
suspension of time is conveyed further by Pierre 
Roullé, in his volume La vie de salut. Roullé defines 
‘méditation’ as follows: 

Of meditation: Meditation is the preparation for prayer and 
for request, in reducing one’s meditations to requests. Medi-
tation is a type of prayer that lasts some length of time, and 
it is done with the goal of obtaining some virtue, thinking of 
some mystery that may aid in the acquisition of that virtue.27
 

Roullé does not define the precise length of time 
that meditation should last; indeed, his descrip-
tion seems so vague as to imply that measure of 
time during meditative prayer is either impossible 
or irrelevant. It may be significant that the example 
that Roullé proceeds to give of a virtue that may be 
obtained through meditation is patience: through 
meditation on the patience that Jesus exhibited in 
his suffering, the modern religious person may learn  
to be patient—to suspend time. Indeed, Roullé implies 
that such a suspension of time is a necessary part 
of meditation—that which allows meditation to 
achieve its desired effect.

Memento mori Froberger?

Charles Drelincourt’s son Laurent, also a Protestant 
cleric, continued his father’s tradition of writing  
devotional poetry; in 1677 he published a collection 
of Sonnets chrétiens sur divers sujets (Christian son-
nets on diverse subjects), which was reprinted many 
times well into the 18th century. His introduction con-
nects his sonnets with music, and also with modern 
awareness of time: 

The sonnets, by their brevity, are accommodated to readers, 
because they do not allow time to be lost. These are 
somewhat like separate little songs, the music for which 
is not boring, because it is short; and these are some-
what like short walks, at the end of which one may feel 
refreshed, and rest.28
 

The reader of Laurent Drelincourt’s poetry may 
gain the benefit of meditation and private prayer 
without compromising his engagement with the 
world. The modern reader would only have patience 
to study a short piece of poetry, since he would be 
nagged by the feeling that time was passing, and that he 
might be missing something by remaining secluded. In 
Belin’s words, ‘Drelincourt adapts himself visibly to the 
taste of the generation of 1670, which would no longer 
stand for overly long works’.29

Drelincourt’s analogy between music and prayer 
carries implications for an interpretation of Frob-
erger’s ‘Méditation’. As with Drelincourt’s medi-
tative sonnets, some of which deal specifically with 
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death, Froberger’s ‘Méditation’ requires only a brief 
removal of the player from day-to-day activities—
those activities commonly marked by the passage 
of time. Still, during a performance or private render-
ing of the work, it is essential that time be suspended. 
Froberger expresses this requirement through the in-
dication that the piece should be played with discré-
tion, a term most often defined in terms of metre and 
the passage of time. The temporal liberties suggested 
by this rubric are supported by Sibylla’s statement that 
only those who have learned the piece from Froberger 
himself can play it with the ‘right discretion’.30 The in-
timate, personal interpretation of the piece as it navi-
gates the progression of time is something that only the 
composer could convey correctly.

The relationship between Froberger’s ‘Méditation’  
and the cultures of meditative prayer in France does 
not, of course, fully explain the work’s musical lan-
guage. As already noted, this work participates in 
the traditions of musical tears and lamentation 
shared by other tombeaux, along with some alle-
mandes and unmeasured preludes. But Froberger’s 
tombeaux and laments offer a musical picture of 
death as a past event—their composition may be 
viewed as an act of reflection or mourning.31 The 
‘Méditation’, together with the elusive ‘Memento 
mori Sibylla’, stand apart from these other works 
in that they constitute an explicit musical consider-
ation of the prospect of death in the future. In con-
templating the future event of death, Froberger’s 
‘Méditation’ juxtaposes the musical traditions of 
lament with the literary genre of devotional médi-
tations. Froberger, living in Paris in 1660 amid an 
active culture of the composition and recitation 
of devotional texts, contributed his own autobio-
graphical musical essay to that literary tradition, 
which constituted such an important aspect of 
French popular religion in the 17th century. Like 
the authors of devotional literature, Froberger saw 
death as a future event through immersion in the 

present moment. By suspending time through per-
formance ‘with discretion’, he closed himself off—if 
only briefly—from the notion of time as a regular, pre-
dictable progression, governed and symbolized by the 
clock. The work enables the contemplation of death—
repeatable in every performance—through the dream-
like state of devotional meditation. It served the player 
as a tool to situate himself in the present instant, freez-
ing time long enough to understand his place in it.

What, then, may be the deeper significance of  
the Princess Sibylla’s letter to Huygens following 
Froberger’s death? Huygens and his family were  
innovative in their preoccupation with marking the 
passage of time, and, as Dekker suggests, there was 
more than one way to express that preoccupation: 
Constantijn kept his diary, Christiaan worked as 
a horologist. The marking of time on a day-to-day 
basis was connected with an awareness of the immi-
nence of death, apparently symbolized in modern 
portraiture by the clock.

But if the clock served as one modern means for 
the negotiation of time, authors of devotional lit-
erature in France offered another. Their writings 
provided a refuge from the clock—one that also 
functioned as a memento mori. As in a dream, time 
would be suspended long enough for the reader to 
locate himself in the temporal sphere. Drawing on 
this model, Froberger composed his own ‘Médita-
tion’. In closing the piece, he inscribed it with the 
words, ‘Memento mori Froberger?’, appending the 
question-mark as if to ask whether a suspension of 
time could, like a predictable ticking clock, serve as 
a sufficient reminder of death—whether a musical 
work might shed light on the place of the individual 
in the modern world.

The ‘Méditation’ was a persistent, lasting record 
of the composer in his attempt to freeze time. For 
Sibylla, it might enable a glimpse of Froberger at the 
keyboard, a memento not of the composer’s silent 
death, but of his living, sounding music.
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I am indebted to Bruce Gustafson, 
David Schulenberg and Neal Zaslaw  
for their helpful comments and  
suggestions concerning this essay.
1 ‘Von desselben Schreiben, welches 
mir sehr angenem, habe ich vernomen, 
wie hoc her mit mir beklaget den 
Verlust meines lieben und aller 
ehrenwertesten Lehrmeisters seligen 
Todt, welchen ich noch däglich 
hertzlich betraure, wan ich bedencke 
was Kunst und Geschicklichkeit mit 
ihme abgestorben, und seiner weitern 
Underrichtung, welches mein grösste 
Ergetzlichkeit gewesen, ich nit mehr 
geniessen kan . . . Wolte Gott, ich were 
so glickselig einmal bei dem Hern 
Chevallier zu sein, dan ich niemands 
umb oder bei mir habe, so dise edle 
Kunst verstehet. Wolte gern das 
Memento mori Froberger bei ihme 
schlagen, so guet mir müglich were. 
Der Organist zu Cöllen, Caspar 
Grieffgens, schlagt selbiges Stuck auch, 
und hat es von seiner Handt gelernt, 
Grif vor Grif. Ist schwer aus den 
Notten zu finden. Habe es mit sonder 
Fleis darum betracht, wiewol es 
deutlich geschrieben. Und bleibe auch 
des Hern Grieffgens seiner Meinung, 
das wer die Sachen nit von ihme Hern 
Froberger seliger gelernet, unmüglich 
mit rechter Discretion zuschlagen, wie 
er sie geschlagen hat. Der liebe Gott 
gebe das wir alle Music liebhabende 
uns bei ihme im himlischen 
Musenchor ergötzen megen. Amen.’ 
Transcribed by R. Rasch in ‘The 
Huygens—Froberger—Sibylla 
correspondence (1666–1668)’, in The 
harpsichord and its repertoire: 
Proceedings of the International 
Harpsichord Symposium, Utrecht, 1990, 
ed. P. Dirksen (Utrecht, 1992), 
pp.241–2. A facsimile of the letter is 
available in Driehonderd brieven over 
muziek van, aan, en rond Constantijn 
Huygens, ed. and trans. R. Rasch 
(Hilversum, 2007). A record of the 
letter (no.6607) is available at the 
on-line archive of the Huygens 
correspondence, at www.historici.nl/
Onderzoek/Projecten/Huygens/brief/ 
5796 (accessed 7 July 2011). My thanks 
to Neal Zaslaw for his assistance with 
this translation.

2 For a report on the sources and 
a transcription of the rubrics, see  
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26 ‘Mais mon dessein n’est pas, 
�ons����, de porter vostre esprit à ces 
choses physiques; vos pensées plus 
relevées se portent dans la 
consideration d’un horloge mystique, 
qui est la vie de l’homme Chrestien, 
dont les âges sont autant de lignes 
horaires, l’une desquelles sans parler 
des autres, est digne d’une profonde 
meditation, comme tres importante & 
infaillible, qui ne manquera pas d’un 
seul moment à marquer l’heure en son 
temps, bien qu’incertain, celle-la, est la 
derniere de cette vie. . .’ P. de Sainte 
Marie Magdeleine, Traitté 
d’horlogiographie, contenant plusieurs 
manieres de construire, sur toutes 
surfaces, toutes sortes de lignes horaires: 
& autres circles de la sphere. Avec 
quelques instrumens pour la mesme 
pratique, & pour connoistre les heures 
Durant la nuict: & l’heure du flus & 
reflus de la mer (Paris, 1657), 
[pp.iii–iv].

27 ‘De la Méditation. La méditation 
sert de preparation à l’oraison & à la 

demande, en reduisant ses méditations 
en demandes. La méditation est une 
espece de priere qui dure quelque 
espace de temps, & elle se fait à 
dessein d’obtenir quelque vertu, 
pensant à quelque mystere qui peut 
servir pour l’acquisition de cette vertu.’ 
Pierre Roullé, La vie de salut ou la 
manière de vie qu’il faut nécessairement 
mener en ce monde pour se sauver 
(Paris, 1660), pp.206–7. Emphasis 
added.

28 ‘Les sonnets, par leur brièveté, sont 
commodes aux Lecteurs, parce que’ils 
ne leur donnent pas le tems de se 
lasser. Ce sont comme autant de petits 
Airs séparez, dont la musique n’est pas 
ennuyeuse; parce qu’elle est courte;  
et ce sont comme autant de petites 
Promenades, au bout desquelles on 
peut prendre le frais et se reposer.’  
L. Drelincourt, Sonnets chrêtiens sur 
divers sujets, divisez en quatre livres 
(Amsterdam, �/1741), p.3v. Quoted 
in Belin, La conversation intérieure, 
p.149.

29 ‘Drelincourt s’adapte visiblement au 
goût de la generation de 1670 qui ne 
supporte plus les ouvrages trop longs.’ 
Belin, La conversation intérieure, 
p.149.

30 David Schulenberg, in private 
conversation, has proposed an 
alternate interpretation of Sibylla’s 
words concerning the organist Caspar 
Grieffgens: he suggests that her 
description of Grieffgens having 
learned the ‘Méditation’ ‘note for note’ 
from Froberger might mean that he 
learned it by rote, without a score. 
This interpretation would certainly 
offer a new perspective on the rubric 
avec discrétion; in any case, it serves as 
a reminder of the imprecision of 
Froberger’s notation in relation to the 
free execution required by his lament 
style.

31 Philippe Vendrix has considered 
these other works on the subject of 
death in ‘Froberger et la mort’, in  
J. J. Froberger: Musicien européen, 
pp.77–85.


